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user ports must be added to the security group and to the rad group. this allows the user ports to access the router’s interfaces. this is accomplished by configuring port-
access and port-access-deny entries in the local security policies that apply to the subinterfaces of the interface. if the windows terminal services server is going to be used as

a user's edge in active directory, the user authentication must be configured correctly. this is done by adding the user to the terminal server admins group. the user
authentication information for all the windows terminal services servers that are to be used as user’s edges are saved in windows user profile registry. all router interfaces
have the same address by default. this causes multicast to be sent to all interfaces. multicast provides the simplest and most efficient way to broadcast messages. a mac

address is assigned to each interface, and when a message is intended for the internet or for the router and not one of its interfaces, the message must be split (broadcast)
into separate udp packets. these packets are sent out from the router to the appropriate interface. when a message is intended for one of the router interfaces, only one

packet is sent. each packet is authenticated by the sender using a cryptographic hash of the address. any updates to the windows terminal services server are automatically
distributed to all supported clients using the windows update mechanism. windows update is supported only on windows server 2003 and later. the cisco discovery protocol

(cdp) is a mechanism for discovering information technology (it) services and software stacks. cisco discovery protocol (cdp) is a lightweight, extensible method for
discovering it and networking services on a network.
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